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ABSTRACT

Most industrial machinery and equipment used by the South African manufacturing sector is powered by either a direct current or an alternating current electricity supply. With the recent frequent power cuts caused by load shedding, operations managers have a difficult time trying to satisfy demand. Power cuts are a supplier-related operational disturbance that leads to production halts, increased downtime, and a significant compromise in delivery due date conformance. The paper presents heuristic rules of thumb that can be applied during the process planning and scheduling of orders during cases of frequent load shedding to maintain high levels of system reliability and productivity. Different load shedding scenarios are characterised, and an appropriate strategy for production planning and scheduling is outlined for each scenario. A knowledge engineering approach is employed in the study, with expert opinions derived from surveys and the literature employed to generate the strategies. These strategies are validated through a simulation study conducted in a small manufacturing firm.

INTRODUCTION

The availability of electricity is one of the drivers of the productive activities that sustain economic growth in a nation. In South Africa, Eskom is the main national parastatal supplier of electricity responsible for generating and distributing electrical energy. In 2014, reports from Statistics South Africa [1] revealed that Eskom generated 95 per cent of South Africa’s electricity. However, owing to maintenance backlogs, skills shortages, and challenges in securing coal, the power generated by Eskom has declined in recent years (Figure 1), resulting in electricity demand surpassing current supply. This downward trend is continuing. To avoid a power system failure on the national grid, Eskom has resorted to frequent load-shedding schedules as the last resort, leaving many local businesses in a power crisis. According to Van der Nest [2], load...
sheding involves planned rolling blackouts on a rotating schedule throughout the country to avoid a situation of total system failure.

When load shedding occurs, manufacturing operations are shut down, resulting in increased downtime, decreased productivity and, at times, equipment damage. A majority of manufacturers still lack enough working capital for them to purchase or hire back-up generators. For such small businesses, investing in alternative power sources is also an uphill task owing to the limited income they generate. As a result, when power cuts occur, customer orders may be delayed owing to interruptions to scheduled tasks that require electrical power. With the increased frequency of load shedding since the autumn of 2014, South African manufacturers have had no choice but to plan their production by considering power cuts as another constraint. With the prior knowledge of a planned upcoming load shedding schedule, operations managers can prepare their order schedules in a predictive manner.

The paper presents heuristic rules for order sequencing that manufacturers can use during their process planning and scheduling to maintain their delivery responsiveness and high levels of system availability for customer satisfaction. Different stages of load shedding are outlined and, depending on the timing of the power cut, an appropriate strategy is proposed. A simulation study was conducted to validate the results of the study. The paper is structured as follows: first, the impact of load shedding is outlined; second, different approaches to production scheduling with disturbances are explored from the literature; third, we present the case study, the data collection methodology adopted; and finally, the results of the study are used to suggest a rescheduling policy strategy that enables manufacturers in South Africa to plan their work in cases of load shedding.

![Figure 1: Trends in electricity generated and consumed, 2005-2014](image)

Responding optimally in times of unexpected change requires expertise and skill. In most cases, the required knowledge or skills in such scenarios can be obtained from human experts and translated into computerised models and algorithms. The knowledge engineering approach involves consultation with human experts to gain understanding of how to solve problems in complex situations (before expert system development) [3]. Expert opinions on what South African manufacturers running small businesses can do to be productive during periods of power cuts are also provided in the study.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Load shedding’s impact on manufacturing operations

Research has revealed that the electricity-intensive industries are the main contributors to economic growth in many nations [4], [5], [6]. The manufacturing sector in South Africa is one of the main contributors to the gross domestic product (GDP). In 2013 alone, the manufacturing sector contributed 15.4 per cent to GDP, and was ranked the second sector contributing to economic growth, as shown in Figure 2 [7]. According to Davidson and Winkler [8], various activities in manufacturing operations in South Africa are energy-intensive, and depend heavily on the power supply.
The South African manufacturing sector alone consumes about 46 per cent of the power generated by Eskom — the highest consumer of generated power, as shown in Figure 3 [9]. This means that the manufacturing sector in South Africa is the most affected sector when load shedding occurs. Eskom has defined four load shedding stages. Stage 1 power cuts allow for up to one thousand megawatts (1000MW) of electricity load to be shed from the national grid. Likewise, two thousand megawatts (2000MW) are shed for Stage 2 power cuts, while four thousand (4000MW) and eight thousand megawatts (8000MW) of electricity are shed for Stages 3 and 4 power cuts respectively. The power cuts are usually implemented for two-hour blocks, with an additional thirty minutes of changing from one block to the next.

When a power cut is implemented, a production line can be shut down and customer order processing can be delayed. With prior knowledge of an upcoming power cut, load shedding has become a predictable supplier-related operational disturbance that no manufacturer can ignore. Production planning and scheduling becomes a challenge, since most manufacturing activities depend on the availability of electrical power. This article focuses on how production planning and scheduling can be done effectively, given prior knowledge of the high probability of an upcoming power cut occurring.

2.2 Economic implications of load shedding

Apart from the strain on manufacturing production planning and scheduling operations, load shedding has huge economic implications. Reports by the South African Wind Energy Association (SAWEA) [10] and the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) [11] revealed that it cost Eskom about R1.20 to generate every kilowatt hour of power in the year 2016. However, statistics on the cost of unserved power (in the same year — 2016) revealed that failure to generate electricity costs the South African economy more than R90 to R100 for every kilowatt hour not generated [11]. Using these figures as a basis, an energy expert [12] estimates that South Africa loses about twenty billion Rand per month for Stage 1 load shedding, forty billion Rand per month for Stage 2 load shedding, and eighty billion Rand per month for Stage 3 load shedding, as illustrated in Figure 4.
These losses can be significantly reduced by the careful introduction of new ways of doing business and planning, given the current power constraints.

2.3 Production scheduling with uncertainty

The task of production scheduling involves assigning finite resources (usually machines and people) to competing orders over a specific time horizon to optimise some aspect of system performance. Due date conformance, or timely delivery of products, is a critical aspect of maintaining global competitiveness. To facilitate the timely delivery of customer orders, a well-prepared schedule is required. Younger [13] specified that a well-organised and carefully executed schedule is necessary to bring production through in the required quality, at the right time, and at an optimal cost. However, McCarthy and Liu [14] highlighted that there is a wide gap between scheduling theory and practice that needs addressing. Most production schedules are prepared on the assumption that they will be implemented perfectly on the shop floor. Unfortunately, shop-floor operational disturbances render a well-developed predictive schedule invalid before it is even executed by the operators on the shop floor [15]. With the frequent occurrence of operational disturbances, a new schedule, commonly known as the ‘reactive schedule’ must be developed [16].

In recent years, load shedding in South Africa has slowly become a common operational disturbance that cannot be ignored by any business enterprise or manufacturer. The question that remains is: Which scheduling heuristic rules must manufacturers use during production planning, given their prior knowledge of upcoming power cuts? The paper addresses this question through a field study of South African manufacturing firms, and attempts to give a road map of what local manufacturers can do, given the current power crisis.

2.4 Dynamic scheduling approach

Production scheduling in the face of disturbances has been called ‘dynamic scheduling’ [17]. Dynamic scheduling requires a different approach from static scheduling. According to Cowling and Johansson [18], the presence of real-time information about the events or operational disturbances that trigger schedule changes is the key first step to effective dynamic scheduling. There is thus a need to collect real-time information about the disturbance before it occurs. Second, the operational disturbance must be identified and classified (as predictable or unpredictable) before establishing the best way of rescheduling [17]. Selection of an appropriate rescheduling strategy is then conducted before the new (reactive) schedule is implemented. The different actions that rescheduling requires are usually documented in a rescheduling policy document, which specifies the strategy of how to revise the predictive schedule. Figure 5 summarises the steps to effective dynamic scheduling.
Different techniques to solve dynamic scheduling problems have been proposed in the literature. These include the use of heuristic sequencing rules [19], [20], [21], multi-agent systems [22], [23], expert systems [24], [25] and genetic algorithms with fuzzy logic [26], [27]. However, most manufacturing firms in South Africa employ sequencing heuristic rules for their order scheduling. This is mainly because heuristic rules are simple and easy to implement. Unlike multi-agent, fuzzy logic, or expert systems — which are computerised programs — heuristic rules can be implemented manually. This is helpful in scenarios where the planning and scheduling is conducted manually, without the use of software. A number of firms are yet to implement computerised planning and scheduling systems, making sequencing heuristic rules an ideal choice. Establishing a rescheduling policy when the disturbance is caused by power cuts — by selecting the best order sequencing rules for dynamic scheduling in scenarios of load shedding — is becoming increasingly critical.

3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND CASE STUDY

3.1 Research methodology

The chosen methodology for this research was two-fold. First, a field study of manufacturing firms was conducted. The purpose of the field study was to investigate the sequencing heuristic rules that South African manufacturers use during predictive scheduling (before power cuts) and reactive scheduling (after the occurrence of power cuts). A structured questionnaire was designed and used as a method of data collection. The sampling method used was that of convenience sampling, with only forty firms in the Western Cape Province manufacturing sector selected for observation purposes. These firms were selected randomly, although most were small job-shop environments. Some of the firms agreed to take part in the study, and were visited at different times. The expert opinion method was used to select the appropriate respondents who, in this case, were shop-floor operations managers in each firm. The variables in the observation schedule questionnaire were:
Main products and process flow methods
The key resources affected by power cuts
Predictive scheduling heuristic rule employed
Reactive scheduling heuristic rule employed

The Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 21.0 was employed for data analysis and synthesis purposes. Second, a simulation study was conducted for one of the observed firms. A simple flow-shop manufacturing firm that produces sintered car sensor rings was selected for this purpose. The purpose of the simulation study was to evaluate different heuristic rules for various load-shedding scenarios. Discrete event simulation is an essential tool for testing different scheduling strategies without affecting the real-world system [28]. The Arena 14.0 discrete event simulation package was used for this purpose.

3.2 Case study

The selected case study is a manufacturing firm using a semi-automated production flow-line. The firm produces powder metallurgy parts for cars, such as sensor rings, flanges, and lock and pump components. The case study focused on different orders for the sensor ring — identified as the main product. When a power cut occurs, the entire production line is stopped, and activity/work can only be restored when electricity is restored. The process flow diagram for the sensor ring fabrication process is shown in Figure 6, while the order data used in the simulation study is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order number</th>
<th>Volume required</th>
<th>Due date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>001</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>002</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>23 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>003</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>23 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>004</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>005</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The company has eight working hours each day for five working days a week (Monday to Friday), starting at 8:00am. There are scheduled tea and lunch breaks during the working shift. The tea break is from 10:00am to 10:15am, while the lunch break is from 1:00pm to 1:30pm. Load shedding usually occurs in the morning (8:00am — 10:00am), afternoon (2:00pm — 4:00pm), or in the late afternoon (5:00pm - 7:00pm).

4 RESULTS

4.1 Sample characteristics

The sample size for the study was limited to manufacturing firms in the Western Cape province. Of the forty companies contacted, thirty agreed to take part in the study, giving a response rate of 75 per cent, which is acceptable. Table 2 presents a classification of the manufacturing firms in the study. Most of the firms observed are in the tool, die and mould-making (TDM) and plastics manufacturing industries. The mean number of employees in the observed population of companies was 23, with a mean annual income of less than R10 million. Most of the firms are thus small, medium, or micro-enterprises (SMMEs), according to the classifications defined by the South African National Credit Regulator [29].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number of firms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plastics manufacturing</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool, die and mould-making firms</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furniture production</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical components and household appliances</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textile and clothing industry</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food processing firms</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6: Process flow diagram for sensor ring fabrication

4.2 Production scheduling heuristic rules employed

Sequencing heuristic rules have been widely used in manufacturing firms globally owing to the simplicity of their use. These rules include approaches such as: first come, first served (FCFS), shortest processing time (SPT), earliest due date (EDD), longest processing time (LPT), critical ratio (CR), and slack time (ST) [17]. When questioned about the scheduling heuristic rules employed during predictive scheduling, most manufacturing firms indicated the use of the FCFS rule, as shown in Figure 7. Other firms indicated that they employ the EDD and SPT rules during predictive scheduling.

However, after a power cut, 69 per cent of the firms indicated that the rule used for reactive scheduling would be changed, as shown in Figure 8. Twenty-eight per cent of the firms employ the EDD rule after the power is restored to meet production due dates and to minimise the impact caused by the power cut.

4.3 Simulation study results

The goal of the simulation study was to select the optimal sequencing heuristic rule to use when load shedding occurs at different times of the day, with the objective of improving delivery responsiveness. Since the main objective was to minimise order delivery lateness, the maximum order tardiness and number of tardy orders were used as the key competitive measures for comparing the heuristic rules. The scheduling heuristic rules being compared were FCFS, FCLS, SPT, LPT, EDD, and LDD. The model logic for the simulation was designed using ARENA 14.0.
Resource and schedule data stored on an external Excel spreadsheet were used for input into the simulation model. An Excel Julian calendar was used to control the different load shedding timings for three scenarios. The input and output Excel files employed are shown in Table 3 and Table 4 respectively.

![Predictive Scheduling Rule](image1)

**Figure 7: Heuristic rules for predictive scheduling**

![Reactive Scheduling Rule](image2)

**Figure 8: Heuristic rules for reactive scheduling**

**Table 3: Order input parameters in Excel spreadsheet**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Number</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Arrival time</th>
<th>Due date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7/1/19 8:00 AM</td>
<td>7/15/19 8:00 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7/1/19 8:00 AM</td>
<td>7/24/19 8:00 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7/1/19 8:00 AM</td>
<td>7/26/19 8:00 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7/1/19 8:00 AM</td>
<td>7/22/19 8:00 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7/1/19 8:00 AM</td>
<td>7/28/19 8:00 AM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4: Resource input parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Minimum time (minutes)</th>
<th>Mode time (minutes)</th>
<th>Maximum time (minutes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixing</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blending</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compacting</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sintering</td>
<td>160.00</td>
<td>175.00</td>
<td>180.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repressing</td>
<td>45.00</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drilling</td>
<td>33.00</td>
<td>42.00</td>
<td>55.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packaging</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Summary of simulation results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order scheduling heuristic rule</th>
<th>No load shedding</th>
<th>Morning load shedding (8:00am – 10:00am)</th>
<th>Afternoon load shedding (2:00pm – 4:00pm)</th>
<th>Evening load shedding (5:00pm – 7:00pm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum tardiness (days)</td>
<td>Number of tardy orders</td>
<td>Maximum tardiness (days)</td>
<td>Number of tardy orders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCFS {1;2;3;4;5}</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCLS {5;4;3;2;1}</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>63.2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPT {4;1;3;2;5}</td>
<td>-19.8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPT {5;2;3;1;4}</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>82.2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDD {1;4;2;3;5}</td>
<td>-13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDD {5;3;2;4;1}</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>76.3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Different scenarios for the power cut timings were compared for all six heuristic rules, with the best rule selected on the basis of having the lowest maximum tardiness value and the lowest number of tardy jobs. Table 5 summarises the results derived from the simulation analysis.

Results from the simulation study suggest that the shortest processing time (SPT) heuristic rule is the optimal scheduling rule to employ, since it has the lowest maximum tardiness value in all the scenarios. However, the best rule to employ depends on the type of manufacturing system employed. Different results may be obtained for manufacturing firms operating on a batch manufacturing basis from those operating on a project-oriented basis.

4.4 Recommendations

With the availability of information about upcoming power cuts, South African manufacturers can plan their production work ahead in a predictive manner. Using the dynamic scheduling steps illustrated in Figure 5, we recommend that manufacturers use the framework shown in Figure 9 for their process planning and scheduling.

Determination of the timing of an upcoming power cut is the first step to take before classification of the disturbance with regard to its timing. According to Carlsson and Martinsson [30], the impact of a power outage on operations depends on the time and day of the week it occurs. If the power cut occurs outside working or productive hours, its impact is minimal. Monitoring the load shedding schedule is the initial crucial step in mitigating the risk. Digital tools that facilitate this for planned load shedding are now readily available. This will help with selecting the appropriate scheduling strategy to be employed to meet certain performance criteria.
Second, adopting flexible scheduling strategies is key during periods of power cuts. Other value-adding activities that do not depend on the availability of electricity can be scheduled during power cut periods. Myburgh [31] suggests doing activities such as board meetings, training of workers, setting up stations for the next batch, and running manually operated stations during downtime periods caused by load shedding. The plant can also reschedule maintenance tasks, tea or lunch breaks, and appraisal meetings during these downtime periods. Increasing working hours in the form of overnight shifts and weekend shifts can also help to compensate for the lost time. However, this approach can have a significant labour cost, since workers may have to be paid for overtime.

Third, some best practices to mitigate the risk associated with powercuts in manufacturing include the regular back-up of important files, the use of cloud-based solutions, and equipment protection through the use of power surge plugs. During production, important documents that facilitate the processes — such as engineering drawings, job cards, purchase orders, invoices, and work instructions — are continually developed. The regular back-up of these documents while developing them helps to avoid a scenario in which the work is lost when an outage occurs. To facilitate this, online platforms or cloud-based solutions, such as Google Drive, SharePoint, Dropbox, and Microsoft’s Onedrive, can be used to store important documents that can be accessed at any time on mobile devices (even when a power cut is implemented) [32]. Furthermore, since most equipment that small manufacturers use is powered by electricity, investing in plugs that protect such machinery from surges in power is vital.

5 CONCLUSION

The paper has presented heuristic rules and guidelines that manufacturers can employ when a power cut is implemented. The goal of the suggested approaches is to minimise the impact or risks that the power cut can pose to the overall productivity of a firm. This risk occurs in the form of the loss of productive time, the loss of important work (such as important files), and damage to equipment. To minimise the risk of losing productive time, rescheduling activities to accommodate the power cut is vital. During Stage 1
power cuts (the shortest duration of a power cut), work can easily be planned by simply moving downtime events such as tea or lunch breaks to periods when the power cut will occur. However, for Stages 2, 3, or 4 load-shedding periods, more productive time is lost (e.g., up to four hours for Stage 4). In such cases, the dynamic scheduling approach discussed in this paper can be employed to reschedule tasks. The risk of losing documents while they are being developed (such as invoices, drawing, and job-cards) can be minimised by the regular back-up of work, while equipment damage can be averted by investing in appliances that protect assets in case of power cuts. The use of parallel mobile systems during a power cut can also ensure progress, since some powered mobile devices can remain on for the duration of the power cut.

Eskom has consistently made the load shedding status and schedule [33] available to the South African public in the interests of communicating upcoming power cuts. Armed with this information, which alerts consumers to the load shedding stage being implemented (if any), local businesses can plan the day optimally. A temporary solution in the case of scheduled power cuts is to invest in a back-up generator. This, however, is not possible for small or start-up businesses that require substantial capital to achieve this. In the long run, a viable solution would be to explore and use greener sources of electrical energy, such as solar and wind energy. The sunshine experienced in this part of sub-Saharan Africa can make solar power a good option to consider.

Given the regular availability of the load shedding schedule online, further work can be conducted on the design of multi-agent systems to monitor upcoming power cuts and produce real-time alerts. These systems can then be extended intelligently to reschedule production activities in an autonomous manner on behalf of users. Further work can also be done to implement the results of this study during the process planning and scheduling of orders. More investigations can be carried out on different manufacturing environments, such as batch-processing or project-oriented firms. The authors suggest the use of the developed decision support framework during production planning and scheduling. The simulation model helps to determine the optimal sequencing rule in different scenarios of load shedding.
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